Here’s some fun zoo-related trivia to test your Calgary Zoo knowledge. Answers can be found in many ways – the Daily Dose and Daily Dose at Home videos, the Calgary Zoo website, remembering your Calgary Zoo visits, or just general zoology knowledge. Challenge your friends and family to the fun!

Which animal at the Calgary Zoo/Zoo conservation programs would fit the following:

1. My name is Flapjack.

2. I can move my eyes independently of themselves.

3. I am an endangered antelope in Kenya.

4. We were born in December 2013 and we are currently 6 feet long. My brother and I each know the sound of our own bell.

5. I have pink hairs on my cephalothorax.
6. I have a three step tooth brushing process because of my gingivitis.

7. My mom is named Kioja, my step dad is Jasiri.

8. I am a first time mom to 4 pups.

9. We love hot springs and are known to “see no evil, hear no evil and speak no evil“.

10. In the wild, I make my nest out of poop!

**Bonus:** Our names are Latte, Pecoe and Chai.